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Notation and Definitions 

•! Image = 2D array of pixels 

•!Pixel = intensity (scalar) or color (3D vector) 

•! Ip = value of image I at position: p = ( px , py ) 

•!F [ I ] = output of filter F applied to image I 
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Strategy for Smoothing Images 

•! Images are not smooth because  

adjacent pixels are different. 

•!Smoothing = making adjacent pixels 

   look more similar. 

•!Smoothing strategy 

 pixel !  average of its neighbors 

Box Average 
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Square Box Generates Defects  

•!Axis-aligned streaks 

•!Blocky results 
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Strategy to Solve these Problems 

•!Use an isotropic (i.e. circular) window. 

•!Use a window with a smooth falloff. 

box window Gaussian window 
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Gaussian blur 

normalized 

Gaussian function 

Equation of Gaussian Blur 

Same idea: weighted average of pixels. 
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Spatial Parameter 

small !" large !"
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How to set !"

•!Depends on the application. 

•!Common strategy: proportional to image size 

–!e.g. 2% of the image diagonal 

–!property: independent of image resolution 

Properties of Gaussian Blur 

•!Weights independent of spatial location 

–!linear convolution 

–!well-known operation 

–!efficient computation (recursive algorithm, FFT…) 



Properties of Gaussian Blur 

•!Does smooth images 

•!But smoothes too much: 

edges are blurred. 

–!Only spatial distance matters 

–!No edge term 
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Blur Comes from  

Averaging across Edges 

* 

* 

* 

input output 

Same Gaussian kernel everywhere. 

Bilateral Filter 

No Averaging across Edges 

* 

* 

* 

input output 

The kernel shape depends on the image content. 

[Aurich 95, Smith 97, Tomasi 98] 
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Bilateral Filter Definition: 

an Additional Edge Term 

Same idea: weighted average of pixels. 

Illustration a 1D Image 

•! 1D image = line of pixels 

•!Better visualized as a plot 
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Gaussian Blur and Bilateral Filter 

space range 
normalization 

Gaussian blur 

Bilateral filter 
[Aurich 95, Smith 97, Tomasi 98] 
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Bilateral Filter on a Height Field 

output input 

reproduced 
from [Durand 02] 

Space and Range Parameters 

•! space !s : spatial extent of the kernel, size of 

the considered neighborhood. 

•! range !r : “minimum” amplitude of an edge 

Influence of Pixels 

Only pixels close in space and in range are considered. 
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!s = 2 !s = 6 

!s = 18 

How to Set the Parameters 

Depends on the application. For instance: 

•! space parameter: proportional to image size 

–!e.g., 2% of image diagonal 

•! range parameter: proportional to edge amplitude 

–!e.g., mean or median of image gradients 

•! independent of resolution and exposure 

A Few 

More Advanced 

Remarks 

Bilateral Filter Crosses Thin Lines 

•! Bilateral filter averages across  
 features thinner than ~2!s  

•! Desirable for smoothing: more pixels = more robust 

•! Different from diffusion that stops at thin lines 

close-up kernel 



Iterating the Bilateral Filter 

•!Generate more piecewise-flat images 

•!Rarely needed in computational 

photography 
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4 iterations Bilateral Filtering Color Images 

For gray-level images  

For color images  
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Hard to Compute 

•!Nonlinear 

•!Complex, spatially varying kernels 

–!Cannot be precomputed, no FFT… 

•!Brute-force implementation is slow > 10min 
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Applications 

•! Denoising 

•! Tone mapping 

•! Flash / No-Flash 

Photography 

Applications 

•! Denoising 

•! Tone mapping 

•! Flash / No-Flash 

Photography 

Not most powerful application 

Not best denoising, but good & simple  

Basic denoising 

Noisy input Bilateral filter 7x7 window Bilateral filter 

Basic denoising 

Median 3x3 



Bilateral filter 

Basic denoising 

Median 5x5 

Basic denoising 

Bilateral filter Bilateral filter – lower sigma 

Bilateral filter 

Basic denoising 

Bilateral filter – higher sigma 

Denoising 

•! Small spatial sigma (e.g. 7x7 window) 

•! Adapt range sigma to noise level  

•! Maybe not best denoising method, but best 

simplicity/quality tradeoff 

–!No need for acceleration (small kernel) 

–!But the denoising feature in e.g. Photoshop is better 

Applications 

•! Denoising 

•! Tone mapping 

•! Flash / No-Flash 

Photography 

HDR requires: Contrast reduction 

•! Match limited contrast of the medium 

•! Preserve details 

10-6 106 

10-6 106 

Real world 

Picture 

Low contrast 

High dynamic range 



Tone mapping 

•! Input: high-dynamic-range image 

–!(floating point per pixel) 

Naïve technique 

•! Scene has 1:10,000 contrast, display has 1:100 

•! Simplest contrast reduction? 

Naïve: Gamma compression 

•! X !> X
#  

(where #=0.5 in our case)
 

•! But… colors are washed-out. Why? 

Input Gamma 

Gamma compression on intensity 

•! Colors are OK,  

but details (intensity high-frequency) are blurred 

Gamma on intensity Intensity 

Color 

Oppenheim 1968, Chiu et al. 1993 

•! Reduce contrast of low-frequencies (log domain) 

•! Keep high frequencies 

Reduce low frequency Low-freq. 

High-freq. 

Color 

The halo nightmare 

•! For strong edges 

•! Because they contain high frequency 

Reduce low frequency Low-freq. 

High-freq. 

Color 



Bilateral filtering to the rescue 

•! Large scale = bilateral (log intensity)  

•! Detail = residual 

Output Large-scale 

Detail 

Color 

[Durand & Dorsey 2002] 
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Contrast reduction 
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Contrast reduction in log domain 

•! Set target large-scale contrast (e.g. log10 10) 

–!In linear output, we want 1:10 contrast for large scale 

•! Compute range of input large scale layer:  

–!largeRange = max(inLogLarge) – min (inLogLarge) 

•! Scale factor k= log10 (10) / largeRange 

•! Normalize so that the biggest value is 0 in log 

outLog = inLogDetail +  

  inLogLarge * k – max(inLogLarge) 

Alternative explanation 

•! Explanation 1 (previous slides):  

–!outLog =k inLogLarge + inLogDetail  (ignoring offset) 

•! Explanation 2 

–!outLog = k inLogIntensity + (1-k) detail 

–!Reduce contrast of full intensity layer 

–!Add back some detail  

•! Same final effect since  

–!inLogDetail+inLogLarge scale = inLogIntensity  

–!But different philosophy:  

decomposition vs. add back detail 

Denoising vs. tone mapping 

•! Denoising:  

–! decompose into noise+signal 

–! Throw away noise, keep signal 

–! Small kernel  

•! Tone mapping 

–!Decompose into large scale + detail 

–! Preserve detail, reduce large scale 

–! Large kernel  

•! because detail=high+medium frequency 

•!!computation challenge 

Crossing lines 

•! The bilateral filter is influenced by pixels across 

thin line 

•! Good for tone mapping 



What matters 

•! Spatial sigma: not very important 

•! Range sigma: quite important 

•! Use of the log domain for range: critical 

–!Because HDR and because perception sensitive to 

multiplicative contrast 

–!CIELab might be better for other applications 

•! Luminance computation  

–!Not critical, but has influence 

–!upcoming slides (Flash/no-flash) use smarter function 

Applications 

•! Denoising 

•! Tone mapping 

•! Flash / No-Flash 

Photography 

Flash / No-Flash Photo Improvement 

(Petschnigg04) (Eisemann04) 

Merge best features:  warm, cozy candle light (no-flash)

         low-noise, detailed flash image 

‘Joint Bilateral’ or ‘Cross Bilateral’ (2004) 

Bilateral    " two kinds of weights, 

Cross Bilateral Filter (CBF):   

   " get them from two kinds of images. 

•!Spatial smoothing of pixels in image A, with 

•!WEIGHTED by intensity similarities in image B: 

‘Cross’ or ‘Joint’ Bilateral Idea: 

Noisy but Strong… 

Noisy and Weak… 

‘Joint’ or ‘Cross’ Bilateral Filter (CBF) 

•!Enhanced ability to find weak details in noise 

   (B’s weights preserve similar edges in A) 

•!Useful Residues for ‘Detail Transfer’ 

–!CBF(A,B) to remove A’s noisy details 

–!CBF(B,A) to remove B’s less-noisy details;  

–!add to CBF(A,B)  for clean, detailed, sharp image 

(See the papers for details) 



‘Joint’ or ‘Cross’ Bilateral Filter (CBF) 

•!Enhanced ability to find weak details in noise 

(B’s weights preserve similar edges in A) 

       

Remove noise + details 
from image A, 

Keep as image A Lighting  

----------------------- 

Obtain noise-free details 
from image B, 

Discard Image B Lighting Result 

No-flash 

Basic approach of both flash/noflash papers 

Petschnigg: Detail Transfer Results 

•! Lamp made of hay: 

No Flash Flash Detail Transfer 

Petschnigg: 

•!Flash 

Petschnigg: 

•!No Flash, 

Petschnigg: 

•!Result 



Petschnigg04, Eisemann04 Features 

Many More Uses for Bilateral Filter… 

Examples are…   

•! Tone Management (Bae 2006) 

•! Exposure Correction (Bennett2006) 
 (See also: Bennett 2007  

 Multispectral Bilateral Video Fusion, IEEE Trans. On Img Proc) 

Many more, many new ones…  

 – 6 new SIGGRAPH 2007 papers! 

Questions? 


